The 'undiscovered country' here primarily refers to the pristine, radiant world of New Zealand; yet we cannot miss the echo of the 'undiscovered country from whose bourn no traveller returns' (Hamlet, III, i, [79] [80] , a literary topos for the Lacanian register of the Real as distinct from the Symbolic reality we live in. 2 It is in this realm beyond 'the dazzling brim of the world' that lies Mansfield's little sun/son, the irretrievable object to whom her writing is addressed: now she means to write a long elegy to him in a new poetic medium, a kind of 'special prose? which is 'a hidden country still' to her. 4 Like her fellow writer D. H. Lawrence, she often claimed her own passion for the real being of things -for the very 'duckness' of the duck, 5 for the 'seagull hovering at the stern'. 6 The natural world she depicts includes countless images of life swelling with a pure energetic drive, at times, however, permeated with uncanny malevolence: in 'Prelude', Linda Burnell always feels that there is an IT about the house. Thingsa poppy in the wallpaper, a bird in the grass -seem to have a habit of listening and swelling 'with some mysterious important content' and to smile at her with their 'sly secret smile'/ as if there were something vaguely threatening about the real thing beyond the thin veil of social semblances.
The Great War had indeed brought a radical change: 'We see death in life as we see death in a flower that is freshly unfolded,' writes Mansfield, who declares that she sees life now as 'darkly illumined' by this knowledge. 8 As argued by Pamela Dunbar, it would certainly be misleading to separate the lyrical from the radically subversive Mansfield who always takes us to the brim of the world we know, especially where gender issues are concerned. 9 She was not a mystic, but like Virginia Woolf she often refers in her non-fictional writings to a kind of secular mysticism, as in this dream where she feels her whole body breaking up:
It broke up with a violent shock -an earthquake -and it broke like glass. A long terrible shiver [ ... ] and the spinal cord and the bones and every bit and particle quaking. It sounded in my ears -a low, confused din, and there was a sense of flashing greenish brilliance, like broken glass. 10 In order to render such borderline experiences of fragmentation involving a mode of jouissance feminine (feminine sensual pleasure) beyond the sex-gender system-such as that conceptualized by Jacques Lacan precisely in relation to the mystics 11 -'new expressions new moulds for our new thoughts & feelings' will be needed. 12 My argument is that the lyrical and the radical can be brought together if we pay attention to a certain economy of the voice beyond the personal/ impersonal polarities of social psychology: more precisely, of voice as object, that is, detached from subject and, as such, the privileged unconscious vehicle for affect and percept. 13
What does a woman want?
Mansfield often confessed to some 'secret disruption' within, 14 a sense that what 'might be so divine is out of tune':
There is no concert for us. Isn't there? Is it all over? Is our desire and longing and eagerness -quite all that's left? [ ... ] Heavens! The hysterical joy with which Id greet the first faint squeakings of a tuning up- [ ... ] . But no-I don't hear a sound -.1 5 'Is our desire [ ... ] all that's left?' That is the question! It concerns desire in and for itself, the desire to desire or not to desire. Even though
